CITY COUNCIL

AGENDA REPORT
Subject:

PROPOSED CITY COUNCIL POLICY C-TS-02:
NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING

Recommendation(s)
1. That the DRAFT City Council Policy C-TS-02 Neighbourhood Traffic Calming,
provided as Attachment 1, and the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Process and
Guidelines, provided as Attachment 2, to the February 1, 2016 agenda report
entitled “Proposed City Council Policy C-TS-02: Neighbourhood Traffic
Calming”, be received as information.
2. That Council provide feedback on the DRAFT City Council Policy C-TS-02
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming, and the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming
Process and Guidelines, to Administration by February 29, 2016.
3. That Administration solicit public feedback on the DRAFT City Council Policy CTS-02 Neighbourhood Traffic Calming, and the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming
Process and Guidelines,
4. That Administration revise the DRAFT City Council Policy C-TS-02
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming, based on public feedback, for consideration by
Council by June 2016.
Purpose of Report
Administration has drafted, for Council’s consideration, a proposed Council Policy
for Neighbourhood Traffic Calming. The proposed policy shall direct a Process
and Guidelines for Neighbourhood Traffic Calming by establishing guiding
principles and responsibilities surrounding the consideration for implementation of
traffic calming within St. Albert communities and the development of Traffic
Calming Plans.
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Council Direction
On September 22, 2014 Council passed the following motion:
(C464-2014)
Whereas Council recognizes the importance of finding solutions to traffic and road
safety issues throughout the city, that Administration develop a traffic calming
policy for Council's review and approval.
Background and Discussion
Within the St. Albert Community Vision, as part of the Built Environment pillar, the
following policy statement directs the design of our community’s transportation
network:
“We are connected to one another by a safe, effective and accessible
transportation network that supports public and active modes of movement.”
The creation of this Council Policy and aligned Process and Guidelines is in
recognition of the increase in volume of concerns received from residents
regarding traffic safety at the neighbourhood level, the impact of continual growth
and resulting traffic demands within our communities, and the focus to engineer an
inviting streetscape for active and alternative modes of transportation while
diminishing the negative effects of motor vehicles.
Traffic concerns received in neighbourhoods often focus around three key issues:
1) Motor vehicle speeds
2) Volume of motor vehicles
3) Pedestrian crossing treatments / visibility at road user conflict points
Past actions of response have focused around the collection of data to maintain an
“evidence driven” approach; however, from the information recorded permanent
solutions surrounded the treatment of pedestrian crossings (ie: installation of
applicable pedestrian crossing treatments) while the resulting actions around
vehicle speeds or volumes have been temporary in nature and thus not
sustainable for long term resolution to the potential traffic issues. Current actions
are inclusive of:
•
•
•

A Speed Awareness Program: where temporary signs are utilized to provide
positive messaging and bring greater awareness to the drivers of
appropriate behavior.
Speed display trailers: temporarily placed to bring awareness of travel
speeds.
Enforcement: information on traffic volumes and speed are shared with the
Enforcement branch to efficiently schedule a presence when motor vehicle
violations have been observed.
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With the creation and adoption of this Council Policy, C-TS-02 Neighbourhood
Traffic Calming, and the creation of the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Process
and Guidelines, an established uniform and consistent approach will be created in
how the City receives resident requests for traffic calming, assessment of
neighbourhoods for prioritization, required public engagement, implementation of
measures and evaluation of completed Traffic Calming Plans.
Stakeholder Communications or Engagement
It is Administration’s recommendation to solicit resident input on the Policy and
Process and Guidelines. The documents will be made available through the City
website, with direct Administration contact information provided for feedback, along
with identification of the request for feedback through media release.
Appendix E: St. Albert Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Communication and Public
Engagement Plan identifies all public engagement actions associated for the
process of traffic calming in neighbourhoods.
Implications of Recommendation(s)
a) Financial:
None at this time.
b) Legal / Risk:
None at this time.
c) Program or Service:
None at this time.
d) Organizational:
None at this time.
Alternatives and Implications Considered
If Council does not wish to support the recommendation, the following alternatives
could be considered:
Alternative 1
Council may choose not to proceed with a Policy on Neighbourhood Traffic
Calming, to which no further action will take place in regards to setting up such a
program by Administration.
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Alternative 2
Council could approve the City Council Policy C-TS-02 Neighbourhood Traffic
Calming, provided as Attachment 1, to the January 25, 2016 agenda report entitled
“Proposed City Council Policy C-TS-02: Neighbourhood Traffic Calming”, to which
Administration will move forward immediately with the Process and Guidelines.
Strategic Connections
a) Council’s Strategic Outcomes and Priorities (See Policy C-CG-02)
•
•
•

CULTIVATE EXCELLENCE IN GOVERNMENT: A responsive, accountable
government that delivers value to the community.
CULTIVATE SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES: A growing
community that has balanced development and management of civic facilities,
transportation networks and related services.
CULTIVATE A SAFE, HEALTHY AND INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY: A community
that provides opportunities for everyone to realize their potential in a thinking,
caring and connected way.

b) Long Term Plans (e.g. MDP, Social Master Plan, Cultural Master Plan, etc.)
• Transportation Master Plan
• Social Master Plan
• Municipal Development Plan
c) Corporate Objectives (See Corporate Business Plan)
• Deliver programs and services that meet or exceed our standards
• Exercise strong fiscal management
• Ensure our customers are very satisfied
d) Council Policies
N/A
e) Other Plans or Initiatives (Business Plans, Implementation Strategies, etc.)
• Safe Journeys to School
• Erin Ridge Traffic Mitigation Strategies
• Downtown Area Redevelopment Program (DARP)
• Perron Street Angle Parking Strategy Implementation
• Pedestrian Crossing Warrant Study Program
• Capital Region Intersection Safety Partnership (CRISP)
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Attachment(s)
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City Manager Signature:

Planning & Engineering
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ATTACHMENT 1

CITY OF ST. ALBERT

CITY COUNCIL POLICY
NUMBER

TITLE

C-TS-02

Neighbourhood Traffic Calming

DEPARTMENT

APPROVAL DATE

REVISION DATE

Purpose
To establish a uniform and consistent approach for the initiation, assessment,
public engagement, implementation and evaluation of Traffic Calming requests to
address vehicular speeding and cut-through (excess traffic volumes) at the
neighbourhood level, within the City of St. Albert.
Policy Statement
Traffic Calming will be used to enhance the safety and functionality of the City’s
neighbourhood roadways, while ensuring access to properties and accommodating
all modes of travel in a safe and appropriately designed environment.
Definitions
1. For the purposes of this policy:
a. Traffic Calming terms and definitions are identified within the City of St.
Albert Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Guidelines, Appendix C: Glossary.
Responsibilities
1. City Council is responsible for:
a. Reviewing, as part of the annual budget process, project charters
(funding requests) associated with neighbourhood traffic calming
projects.
2. City Manager or designate(s) is responsible for:
a. Receiving and responding to traffic-related concerns and requests for
traffic calming.
b. Establishing a system that outlines process actions and criteria for
completion of a Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Program
(Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Guidelines).
c. Traffic data collection and management.
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d. Identifying potential Traffic Calming opportunity in new / planned
community developments and coordinating with development for
implementation through design standards.
e. Updating and maintaining city guidelines or standards involving
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming.
f. Completing and presenting to Council, related project charters (funding
requests) associated with Neighbourhood Traffic Calming projects.
Service Standards/ Expectations
1. Neighbourhood Traffic Calming is applicable to Collector and Local roadways
only. Applicable roadways shall be as per classification within the City of St.
Albert Transportation System Bylaw Bylaw 10/2008.
2. Traffic Calming application may present solutions to address neighbourhood
level concerns surrounding motor vehicle speeds or volumes of vehicles shortcutting through communities. Eligibility of roadways for the Traffic Calming
process shall be identified through Preliminary Screening requirements.
3. Traffic Calming may be initiated by residents of a neighbourhood, City Council
or Administration. Actions for evaluation and criteria used to continue through
the process shall be consistent and as per identified requirements of the
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Guidelines.
4. Traffic calming devices or techniques shall align with best practices identified
within:
a. Institute of Transportation Engineer’s (ITE) Traffic Calming: State of the
Practice (August 1999) publication; or most up to date version of.
b. Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) Canadian Guide to
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming (December 1998); or most up to date
version of.
5. Traffic Calming Guiding Principles:
a. Identification of the problem: Traffic Calming is applicable upon
confirmation of identifiable neighbourhood needs; through evaluation of
recorded data for roadway operations (speed / volume / short-cutting)
against required criteria and community support.
b. Quantify the problem: Prioritization of implementation of Traffic Calming
shall be evidence based through data collection and survey results used
with a Priority / Severity Point System.
c. Involve the Community: Public engagement and community support is a
requirement throughout multiple stages of the process.
d. Resolve zones; Not road segments: Clearly identified zones, and
surrounding road network, shall be analyzed and evaluated through the
Traffic Calming Process.
e. Accommodate and consider all users: Mitigation measures shall avoid
restricting access and ensure continued accommodation of active modes
of transportation, as well as service and emergency vehicles.
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f. Monitor, evaluate and adjust: Neighbourhoods shall be monitored for
effectiveness of implemented measures (against representative “pre”
and “post” data), and residents communicated with to evaluate applied
traffic calming actions as well as the process itself. Appropriate actions
shall be taken to update and improve field operations and the guidelines.
Legal References
1. Alberta’s Traffic Safety Act is the governing legislation for the use of public
roadways in Alberta.
2. City of St. Albert Traffic Bylaw 18/2005
Cross References
1. City of St. Albert, Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Guidelines
Attachments
N/A

Review Dates
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ATTACHMENT 2

NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING
PROCESS AND GUIDELINES
CITY OF ST. ALBERT
January, 2016
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The City of St. Albert identifies the priority to promote safe and accommodating streets
that maintain or improve the quality of life for all residents. As such, a focus is around
the promotion of identification of public concerns surrounding traffic within our
neighbourhoods, and the encouragement of residents to be involved within a process to
actively mitigate or eliminate these concerns.
Traffic calming presents opportunity to maintain
or restore “livability” of a community through
re-engineering of neighbourhood roadways to
reduce negative impacts of motor vehicles and
improve safety for all road users. As traditional
transportation improvements have focused
around capacity, speed and safety (all of which
remain as components of analysis), traffic
calming focuses on techniques that create an
enhanced “self-enforcing” environment to which
road users are encouraged to adjust behaviour through physics and engineering versus
human psychology. The result is a roadway environment that is inviting and
accommodating to all users with reduced expectations of non-sustainable resources
such as enforcement.
This Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Process and Guidelines shall correlate to City
Council Policy C-TS-02 Neighbourhood Traffic Calming. Whereas, the council policy
provides guidance in program principles and responsibilities, this document shall create
a consistent open and engaging process for collaboration between staff, stakeholders
and residents to identify traffic related issues at the neighbourhood level and to create
effective and supported traffic calming plans for implementation that will result in
improved safe neighbourhoods.
The objective of this process is to support and expand upon the guidance of the related
policy and provide details of actions, process explanations, thresholds for expected
roadway operations and criteria to be used in acknowledgment of severity and priority of
potential traffic issues. In following this process, the City shall ensure a consistent action
plan is performed that results in necessary customized mitigation measures to individual
neighbourhoods and appropriate evaluation is performed prior to and following
implementation of calming measures.
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1.1 Traffic Calming Goals and Objectives
There are two key goals in undertaking neighbourhood traffic calming, each having key
objectives to create improvements in:
1) Safety: Resident traffic concerns often focus around motor vehicle speeds and
volume of vehicles which are a prominent mode choice and in direct conflict with
other road users such as pedestrians, cyclists, and others. Conflicts or resulting
collisions may be result of improper driver behaviour (speed, distraction) or
excessive vehicle volumes for a neighbourhood’s internal road system.
2) Liveability: Motor vehicles can also create noise, pollution and visual intrusion; all of
which reduce a resident’s perception of quality of life within the community to which
they live or may be visiting.
Traffic calming can enhance safety through:
a. Reduced vehicle speeds to appropriate operating speeds for the function of
neighbourhood roads which accommodate all road users and provide direct
access to homes or institutions such as schools, and are also in vicinity to an
active mode system such as trails and park areas.
b. Discouragement of through traffic / short-cutting traffic on neighbourhood
roadways and encouragement to use the surrounding arterial road network.
c. Minimize conflict points of road users, or enhance visibility or recognition
between road users at existing conflict points.
d. Minimize the dominance of motor vehicles within a community; reduction of
inappropriate driver operations and excessive vehicle volumes will support an
active and attractive community.
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2.0 NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING PROCESS
2.1 Requests for Traffic Calming
Implementation of the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Policy and actions associated
with the Process and Guidelines may be initiated by two different methods,
Neighourhood-Driven or City-Driven:
a) Neighbourhood-Driven
•
•

A neighbourhood-driven traffic calming process is ideally suited to:
Residential streets within existing, established neighbourhoods
Local collector roadways within a residential neighbourhood

In neighbourhood-driven initiatives, property owners are encouraged to contact the
City to initiate a review of their roadway(s) for eligibility within the City’s Traffic
Calming Program.

b) City-driven traffic
A city-driven traffic calming process is ideally suited to:
•

•

Local / collector roadways where there may be
concerns identified via traffic data analysis (such as
motor vehicle collision information or annual traffic
count / speed program data).
Residential / collector roadways within new or un-built
neighbourhoods, where occupancy has not yet been
established by property owners and city staff can seek
to act in the best interests of future property owners.

In city-driven initiatives, Council or Administration may initiate a review of roadway(s)
for eligibility within the City’s Traffic Calming Program. All steps following the
initiation phases of the program shall be followed.

2.2 Applicability of the Traffic Calming Process
a) Preliminary Screening
Investigation into received public concerns or requests shall take into account
preliminary screening information, inclusive of the following criteria:
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•
•
•
•

Issues are located on a defined local or collector roadway within the City of St.
Albert’s jurisdiction.
Adjacent land uses are primarily residential within the study area
Traffic patterns are stable, and are not under potential temporary impacts such
as adjacent construction or special events.
Traffic concerns are related to one or more of the following
o Vehicle speeds are exceeding a specified threshold above the posted speed
limit
o Vehicles are short-cutting on residential streets in lieu of using the existing
collector or arterial system, where a viable alternate route exists
o Vehicle volumes on a residential or collector street are exceeding expected
thresholds for such a roadway

b) Criteria
Table 1.0 outlines criteria to be used in determining if a roadway is eligible for the
City’s Traffic Calming Program.
•

•

•

The thresholds were developed on the basis of expectations of the City and
neighbourhoods on a general basis, however site-specific characteristics may
require additional consideration. Land use along each corridor and density can
play a significant role in the acceptable thresholds for a roadway.
The functional purpose of an arterial road is different in comparison to a local or
collector in regards to prioritization of vehicular movement. Arterials generally
operate with higher posted speed limits, and the presence of specific traffic
calming devices along such segments can create a safety issues. Beyond
intersection treatments such as roundabouts which may be specifically designed
for appropriate operations, traffic calming measures are not recommended for
implementation on arterial roadways.
Cul-de-sacs by definition are not through streets. Therefore cul-de-sacs are not
expected to experience higher traffic volumes or short-cutting concerns to the
same extent as collector and residential (local) roadways, however speeding may
be a concern on cul-de-sacs under specific site conditions. Therefore traffic
calming on cul-de-sacs is limited to signage, pavement markings and other
similar measures.
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Table 1.0: Roadway Classification and Traffic Calming Thresholds
Roadway Classification
Residential (Local)

Thresholds
≥1000 vehicles per day (ADT), or
Observed short-cutting activity, such as
vehicles that enter one end of the roadway
and travel through to the other end of the
roadway with no discernible stops, in volumes
that exceed 10% of the ADT, or

Collector

An average 85th Percentile Operating Speed
that is ≥ 5 km/h above the posted speed
limited, recorded over the typical 3 weekday
period
≥5000 vehicles per day (ADT), or
Observed short-cutting activity, such as
vehicles that enter one end of the roadway
and travel through to the other end of the
roadway with no discernable stops, in volumes
that exceed 20% of the ADT, or

Arterial
Cul-de-Sac Roadways

An average 85th Percentile Operating Speed
that is ≥ 5 km/h above the posted speed
limited, recorded over the typical 3 weekday
period
Not Applicable
Not Applicable for horizontal or vertical
deflections devices. However if speeding is a
concern, signage, road markings, and
education measures may be applicable.

ADT = Average Daily Traffic

2.3 Traffic Calming Process Overview
The intended result of the traffic calming program is the implementation of various traffic
calming measures along roadways to mitigate identified negative impacts of vehicles in
a community and address traffic safety related concerns to ensure safe mobility for all
road users.
•

•

The first steps will involve the public being able to communicate with the City for
applications of implementing traffic calming measures within a community.
o This first step may also be completed by Council or Administration.
Initial steps will involve city staff communicating with residents on what traffic
calming is and the expectations it should bring, along with an overview of the
process and timelines.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Preliminary engagement will occur to identify perceived traffic issues within the
community – issues and location identification.
Data shall be collected surrounding traffic volumes, speed and travel patterns.
Further data may be collected around active mode users (pedestrians / cyclists).
An analysis of the complete road network will be performed, both internal to the
neighbourhood and external (surrounding arterials or connections) to identify
leading causes of traffic entering the community and opportunities to reduce this
impact.
Overall community support is vital to the sustainability of the program and for a
successful traffic calming plan to be created. Preliminary neighbourhood support
for continuing and moving forward with the program will be identified and utilized
to gauge appropriate areas to focus funding and time.
Property owners are encouraged to participate in the design process and in a
preference survey to select the preferred plan.
Temporary implementation of removable measures may be utilized and deployed
in the neighbourhood for up to 1 year to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan
and allow residents to become accustomed to the changes. Further public
engagement will be performed to evaluate any temporary measures.
After the temporary implementation period has expired, and the measures are
deemed effective and publicly supported, permanent installation of the traffic
calming plan may be implemented.
Unless a design or construction flaw that poses immediate safety issues is
identified; a minimum implementation duration of 1 year must occur (for which
the permanent traffic calming strategy must remain implemented) before a
community can request changes or removal of the traffic calming plan.

2.3.1 Application / Request for Review
Residents shall communicate their request to the City by completing, an Application
for Traffic Calming Review Request Form. This form outlines the identification of
each roadway to be evaluated, a general statement of observed concerns, including
approximate time periods of concern, and contact information for at least 3
households supportive of the request. The application forms shall be submitted to
the Capital Projects and Municipal Engineering Division, specifically to the
Transportation Department.
If the traffic calming review is requested by City staff or officials, the Application for
Traffic Calming form should be completed as noted above but only contact
information of the single requestor is required.
2.3.2 Warrant Analysis: Preliminary Screening and Data Collection / Review
Upon receipt of the request, Administration shall:
1) Review the application in regards to Preliminary Screening criteria.
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2) Following accordance to preliminary screening criteria, schedule and complete
the collection of appropriate traffic data related to
a. vehicle speeds
b. traffic volumes
c. travel patterns (short-cutting evaluation)
d. pedestrian volumes
3) Data collected will be used for calculating overall severity and priority points, as
per Appendix B: Traffic Calming Point System for Severity and Priority Ranking
and to confirm levels for proceeding with the Traffic Calming Program beyond
identified acceptable thresholds.
2.3.2.1 Data Collection Overview
Data collection may be limited in timelines due to climate, or time specific
concerns of the community (for example, the school calendar year). The
following overarching guidelines will be used in scheduling data collection;
however data collection will focus on community specific concerns and as a
result may be outside of these limitations:
• Speed, volume and license plate data collection will occur on roadways
classified as Collectors and Residential (Local) only.
o As part of the surrounding network review, traffic counts may be
performed on arterial roadways however will not be inclusive of
speed or license plate collection.
• Data will be collected during typical seasonal conditions – specific data,
such as intersection counts, may be collected during winter months;
however data will not be collected during stormy or snowy conditions.
• Unless otherwise requested through identification of seasonal concerns,
data will be collected during months of school operation.
• Data will be collected during typical mid-week periods (Tuesday /
Wednesday / Thursday), with attempts to minimize impacts of holiday
events (long weekends) which can disrupt typical travel patterns.
o Unless otherwise identified by the community that weekend
operations (ie: soccer fields / ball fields / green spaces /
playgrounds) are issues.
• Data collected will target a minimum time period of 6:00 am – 7:00 pm for
these typical mid-week days; unless otherwise identified by the community
that timeframes beyond these limitations are concerns.
o Licence plate recognition will not occur for the full duration of the
time period and will instead target peak periods, identified through
confirmed traffic volume results.
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•

Data collection will occur on 2 separate occasions within the
neighbourhood for a minimum duration of 1 week per occasion.

2.3.2.2 Data Collection Activities and Parameters
• License plate data will be collected by documenting vehicles that enter
and exit the neighbourhood and cross-comparing data and time intervals
between their arrival and departures. Data will be collected in 15-minute
intervals, targeting identified peak periods of community traffic volumes,
for a minimum of 1 peak hour period in the am and 1 peak hour period in
the pm.
o Speed trials will be conducted to quantitatively assess the time
required for a vehicle entering the neighbourhood to exit the
neighbourhood if traveling without stopping. Data collected will be
compared to the speed trial data to assess whether the vehicle was
likely to have traveled through the neighbourhood without stopping
or may have stopped before exiting.
• Traffic speed data will be collected using traffic counters (may be tube,
plate and/or radar technology) at a minimum of one mid-block location per
roadway, where vehicle speeds are assumed to be at their highest.
Speed data will be collected in 15-minute intervals over the data collection
time period.
• Traffic volume data will be collected using traffic counters (may be tube,
plate and/or radar technology) at a minimum of one mid-block location per
roadway, where vehicle volumes are assumed to be highest. Data will be
collected in 15-minute intervals over the duration of the data collection
time period.
o Volume data will include analysis of vehicle classification
passenger vehicles, heavy vehicles (trucks, buses and recreational
vehicles).
• Traffic volume data will be collected using traffic and pedestrian counters
(may be miovision camera counters, and / or manual data collection
methods) at intersections involving collectors and local roadways within
the neighbourhood. Data will be collected in 15-minute intervals over the
duration of the data collection time period.
• Special data collection sites may be collected at major activity centres
within the neighbourhood such as schools, recreational facilities,
community centres, commercial centres and employment centres.
2.3.2.3 Data Results and Thresholds
Data collected from the study zone shall be compared and verified for
continuing the traffic calming process against the identified thresholds.
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Data will also be compiled and evaluated through the severity / priority points
system to determine an overall score of existing operations and quantify the
level of issues.
• If the roadway(s) does not meet the minimum thresholds for inclusion in
the program, a period of 2 years must transpire before a new request for
the same roadway(s) will be processed and new data is collected.
Exceptions will be granted to this re-evaluation period if the
neighbourhood is in proximity to new development or construction activity
that may have resulted in changes to local traffic flow patterns. The City
will issue a letter to the households listed on the application indicating the
results of the analysis.
• If the roadway(s) meet or exceed the expected thresholds and the traffic
calming process continues, the initial results (traffic data) of the warrant
analysis will be maintained by the City as the “base conditions” of the
area. Upon successful completion of the project, an after study may be
conducted to compare results to the base conditions.
• Data collected from multiple neighbourhoods will be utilized in comparison
with thresholds and one another, to identify severity of traffic conditions
and assist in prioritization of traffic calming programs. Programs may be
limited by available funding and administration staff; severity levels will be
utilized to prioritize annual neighbourhoods for completion and applicants
will be contacted to share information on overall ranking and projected
timeframes for continuing with the program.
2.3.3 Study Area Review
If the roadway(s) meet the minimum thresholds for inclusion in the program,
Administration will conduct a review of the surrounding roadways and area to assess
if:
• Vehicle speeding, cut-through behaviour and/or excessive vehicle volumes
may be the result of surrounding roadway network capacity or delay concern
creating the concerns within the neighbourhood;
• Viable alternative routes are available for traffic to use;
• The introduction of traffic calming measures on the qualifying roadway(s) will
shift the unwanted behaviour to a parallel facility, impacting other residential
areas;
• Any physical, environmental or other constraints exist along the qualifying
roadway(s) that may impact the ability to successfully implement a traffic
calming strategy; and
• Any of the qualifying roadways are primary emergency response routes,
transit routes and/or designated snow routes – which will then identify key
stakeholders through the process.
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If a surrounding roadway network capacity or delay issue is identified, a
transportation analysis will be conducted to assess if improvements may result in
addressing the neighbourhood’s concerns.
• If the network modification can be conducted in the short-term (0-3 years), the
Application for Traffic Calming may be placed on hold and new traffic data
within the neighbourhood may be collected after a period of 3 months of
completion of the roadway network modification to determine if traffic calming
thresholds are still met.
• If the network modifications can only be conducted in the medium-term (3-10
years) or long-term (+10 years), the Application for Traffic Calming will
continue through the process.
If no viable alternative routes are available for traffic to use, a traffic calming strategy
may not successfully modify the undesirable behaviour. City staff will seek
alternative mitigation strategies such as increased police enforcement and/or capital
investment into the creation of an alternative traffic route.
If additional roadways are expected to be impacted by the introduction of traffic
calming measures, City staff will amend the application to include the additional
affected roadways. The amended application will then proceed within the traffic
calming program. No additional data collection on the newly affected roadways will
be required. Roadways amended to the application must also be eligible for traffic
calming consideration, as defined in Table 1.0.
If any physical, environmental or other constraints are present, City staff will review
the application to assess whether the constraints are sufficient to disqualify the
roadway from the program or limit the available mitigation measures that may be
applicable. The application may or may not proceed through the traffic calming
program.
If any of the qualifying roadways are primary emergency response routes, transit
routes and/or designated snow routes, representatives from EMS / Transit / Public
Services will be identified as stakeholders and requested to be included in the traffic
calming process and review.
If the roadway(s) meet the minimum thresholds for inclusion in the program, and the
results of the area review suggest no conditions that limit potential inclusion of the
roadway(s), then each of the households listed on the application will be notified by
the City of the results of the analysis.
•

In addition, internal City departments and external stakeholders will be
notified that a traffic calming application has been accepted for inclusion in
the program. A list of these mandatory inclusions in the stakeholder
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engagement process will be maintained and updated routinely by City staff,
including primary contacts / representatives.
2.3.4 Affected Property Owners Assessment
Administration will review the qualifying roadways to identify property owners
expected to be affected by the traffic calming strategy.
• Affected property owners are defined as the property owners within the
neighbourhood under consideration for traffic calming measures.
• Neighbourhoods under review shall be inclusive of the full community, as
identified from the Neighbourhood Boundary Map. Affected property owners
shall be identified in reference to this map and offered the opportunity to
participate in the traffic calming design process, inclusive of involvement with
a neighbourhood preference survey.
Once identified, City staff will prepare mailers and letters to the affected property
owners, informing them of the traffic calming program as well as their role as an
affected property owner. The letter will also include an upcoming information
session date scheduled by City staff to provide affected property owners an
opportunity to ask questions in person and become involved in the design process of
the mitigation strategy.
2.3.5 Public Engagement
A specific communication strategy and engagement plan for Neighbourhood Traffic
Calming has been independently created and is identified within Appendix F of the
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Process and Guidelines. The intent of the public
engagement is to fully capture community concerns, share information on the traffic
calming process and actions and also share recorded data collection from the
neighbourhood, and collaborate with residents to create a customized traffic calming
plan for implementation which can then be evaluated upon a temporary or
permanent basis.
The following steps are mandatory as part of the public engagement process:
• Identification of each household within the Neighbourhood requesting traffic
calming consideration
• Project Support Survey
• Circulation of information brochures and invitation to Introductory Information
Meeting – for those communities moving forward with the program that year.
• Introductory Information Meeting
• Walking tours
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•

•
•
•

o The number of walking tours will be related to size of study area and
identified issues. A minimum of one walking tour will be attempted per
study area, with a maximum of 4.
Online Survey
o The online surveys will be available for a minimum of 3 weeks at various
stages of the program.
Open Houses
City Website use
Media outlets

The City’s objective throughout the Public Engagement process is to maintain a
clear and open process. All data collected and analyses conducted over the
duration of the project will be made available to the public through appropriate
communication protocols and in accordance with the City’s Communication Policies.
2.3.6 Traffic Calming Plan Preparation
Traffic calming plans shall be created for neighbourhoods moving forward within the
year for the traffic calming program – the neighbourhood(s) identified as ranking
highest in severity and priority.
• Neighbourhoods not moving immediately forward within the program, shall be
scheduled according to priority level; with updated data collection performed
to confirm severity ranking and priority level the following year.
Pending the stage of the program, the Traffic Calming Plan(s) will be incorporating
various levels of resident / stakeholder input and will be drafted in accordance with
the most up to date industry best practices and applicable standards. Each Traffic
Calming Plan shall:
• Be guided by the City Council Policy C-TS-02 Neighbourhood Traffic Calming
plan development principles.
• Focus around appropriate mitigation measures to address received resident /
stakeholder concerns that are further quantified through traffic data collection.
o Issues that may not be aligned between resident concerns and actual
data collected shall be fully reviewed and may be part of the proposed
traffic calming plan; however would be a secondary priority should the
applicable measures have negative impacts to expected
neighbourhood operations.
• Be aligned with a summary of received resident / stakeholder concerns and
traffic data collected and identify how the proposed measure addresses noted
issues.
• Be reviewed fully for all expected impacts of the Traffic Calming Plan,
inclusive of traffic routing (internal to the community and surrounding
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•

network), service level impacts (EMS / Transit / PW), and expected travel
delay to residents.
o These impacts shall be reported on and be presented for full
community awareness and decision making.
Identify high level construction estimation costs, which will be presented to
the public with the plan.

2.3.6.1 Draft Traffic Calming Mitigation Plan Preparation
Upon completion of the walking tour and appropriate steps within the public
engagement and communication plan, City staff, or consultant representation,
will compile notes and prepare up to 3 draft mitigation strategies, identifying
locations of proposed devices and any accompanying signage needed. City
staff will notify affected property owners that draft mitigation plans have been
prepared and organize an Open House to present the draft plans and solicit
input. All information will also be shared online, inclusive of applicable
comment forms to incorporate resident feedback.
City staff will contact property owners located adjacent to proposed devices to
notify them of the proposed draft plan, inviting them to attend the draft
presentation meeting. Adjacent property owners are defined as those whose
frontages physically touch one of the physical devices proposed.
2.3.6.2 Revised Traffic Calming Mitigation Plan Preparation
Based upon the results of the adjacent property owner’s survey and input
received from the first open house, up to 2 alternative traffic calming
mitigation plans may be developed as appropriate, to address identified
concerns or issues from previous plans. City staff will notify affected property
owners that a revised mitigation plan has been prepared and organize a
second Open House to present the revised plan(s) and solicit input.

2.3.6.3 Final Traffic Calming Mitigation Plan Preparation
City staff will incorporate feedback from the alternative traffic calming plan(s)
and create a maximum of 2 final Traffic Calming Plan(s). City staff will notify
affected property owners that a revised mitigation plan has been prepared
and organize a third Open House to present the revised plan and solicit input.
If the preference survey results in resident / stakeholder non-support (does
not meet necessary support criteria), no further options will be created and
the process may be held with no field level implementation of traffic calming
measures.
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2.3.7 Preference Surveys
City staff will provide a copy of the final traffic calming plan options (maximum of 2
options) along with 1 ballot per household address to each affected property owner.
Mailer envelopes will be provided to property owners to return ballots to the City.
Ballots should be returned to City staff within 2 weeks of receipt by property owners.
Property owners have been selected by the City as the party to participate in the
preference survey in lieu of residents or tenants of a property. However, the
property owner may authorize a resident, tenant or occupant of their property to
submit the preference survey on their behalf. Property owners choosing to authorize
another party to submit a preference survey on their behalf shall submit their intent
in writing to the City either prior to or with the preference survey ballot.
2.3.7.1 Adjacent Property Owners Survey
The ballot process is intended to be anonymous; however property owners in
direct vicinity of proposed traffic calming measures are the highest affected
and thus shall be separated for specific approval criteria of any Traffic
Calming Plan.
Adjacent property owners are defined as those whose frontages physically
touch one of the physical devices proposed.
• Special identification and preference survey will be made for adjacent
property owners, with a criterion of a minimum 75% support for a
proposed traffic calming plan prior to their participation in the broader
preference survey to be circulated within the neighbourhood.
2.3.7.2 Preference Survey Tabulation
Once the balloting period is concluded, City staff will begin tabulating the
results of the preference survey. Of the number of ballots issued, a minimum
of 60% should be returned to be considered a valid result. If a minimum
number of votes are not received, there may be an extension for the survey
period by an additional 2 weeks and notify affected property owners in writing
of the extension.
Once 60% of the ballots have been received, City staff will open the ballots to
document the survey results. Of the ballots received, the threshold for the
preferred final traffic calming plan will be:
• A minimum of 60% (of received ballots, meeting the minimum requirement
of 60% return of all ballots) are in support of the Traffic Calming Plan.
• Of the adjacent property owner ballots received, a minimum of 75%
support of the Traffic Calming Plan.
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If the results of the preference survey are above the minimum threshold, City
staff will notify affected property owners of the results of the preference
survey and ballot process.
If the results of the preference survey indicate neither plan received the
minimum 60% support (and/or less than 75% from adjacent property owners),
City staff will hold an additional meeting with affected property owners to
notify them of the results and offer an additional opportunity to vote on the
plan.
• If so, City staff will conduct a second preference survey following the same
procedures and protocols as the first preference survey.
• If a second preference survey is not desired by affected property owners
or the second preference survey also fails to reach the minimum
thresholds, the process will be halted, residents notified, and information
shared in regards to necessary timelines prior to any further review or
continuation with the Traffic Calming Program.
• For roadways that fail to achieve an agreed upon traffic calming
plan, a minimum waiting period of 2 years (from the date of failure
of the final preference survey) is required prior to reconsideration
for the traffic calming program.
• Should the study area be inclusive of special areas or identified
quantified traffic issues at specific sites (for example, school zones
/ playground zones / high speeds at key conflict points) the City
may target these areas and implement mitigation measures in
regards to addressing overall traffic safety.
2.3.8 Temporary Measure Deployment
Prior to full and permanent construction, temporary measures may be deployed
within the neighbourhood for a minimum period of 1 year (maximum period of 2
years) to assess the effectiveness of the proposed traffic calming plan and to allow
residents an opportunity to adjust to the new roadway conditions.
Not all calming measures are applicable to being implemented as temporary traffic
calming measures.
• Within Appendix C: Traffic Calming Measures, the one-page descriptions of
each traffic calming measure identifies whether a temporary equivalent is
available for the specific mitigation technique.
• For measures that are temporary, supporting signage and pavement
markings will be required – as per industry best practices and standards.
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2.3.9 Construction Cost Estimating and Scheduling
High level construction cost estimates will be part of the Traffic Calming Plan
completion.
For successful mitigation plans, City staff, or consultant representation, will prepare
detailed construction cost estimates and detailed construction drawings, and follow
other City policies regarding construction activities.
2.3.10 After Study
In accordance with traffic calming communication strategy, once constructed, a
minimum period of 6 months should transpire before an after study is conducted
within the neighbourhood to quantitatively measure vehicle speeds, volumes and
cut-through vehicles and qualitatively solicit feedback from property owners on the
effectiveness of the traffic calming plan, any observed changes, etc.
The City shall monitor the impacts of the implementation of the traffic calming
measures for a minimum of 2 years (following the program data collection created
for the specific neighbourhood).
Quantitative data shall be collected in a manner consistent with the base conditions
collected, including locations for data collection. Additional data may be collected at
specific measures to quantify the effectiveness of the specific device. The data
collected will be compared to the data from prior to project initialization to evaluate
the effectiveness of the overall traffic calming plan. The results will be compared to
established metrics to determine if the plan achieved the intended vehicle speed
and/or volume goals and objectives. If the plan does not operate as expected,
modifications may be applied. If the proposed modifications are deemed significant,
the City may host another workshop with stakeholders for further discussion.
The City will incorporate the results of the after study into the City’s EMME model to
evaluate the impacts of the neighbourhood’s traffic calming effects on the broader
transportation network. This incorporation will allow the City to monitor the
surrounding transportation network to identify future roadway improvements and to
optimize the roadway network’s operations.
2.3.11 Traffic Calming Removal
An adjustment period is necessary for drivers to adapt to the changes along the
community roadways following the implementation of a Traffic Calming Plan.
Following evaluation (minimum 6 months lapse prior to the implementation of a
Traffic Calming Plan), the City may identify issues or safety concerns from the
implementation of traffic calming measures, or a negative impact that was created
that cannot be corrected.
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•
•

Safety issues shall take priority and will be addressed appropriately, inclusive
of potential removal or adjustment of the mitigation measure.
Non-safety issues may be left and monitored for a further time period
(minimum period of 1 year) to further evaluate potential traffic changes or
driver behaviour changes.

In some instances, property owners may wish to remove the traffic calming
measures from their community due to a variety of concerns. If a safety concern
should occur, the City will evaluate the condition and modify / remove the traffic
calming strategy as necessary.
For non-safety related traffic calming removal requests, a minimum installation
period of 1 year will be required before the plan will be reviewed for removal. To
initiate the review of traffic calming measures for removal the resident / stakeholder
must submit an Application for Existing Traffic Calming Device Review / Removal
Form. Following the receipt of the application, Administration shall contact the
applicant and discuss concerns or issues to ensure full details are obtained to begin
further field review.
A review of the existing conditions, with mitigation measures in place, will be
conducted which shall follow noted protocols for data collection and review.
• Up to date data shall be collected.
• Should the concern be related to levels of service from stakeholders (Transit /
Public Works / EMS), the identified service representatives will be contacted
and the issues discussed, confirmed, and / or clarified.
• Data will be compared to previous base data information and thresholds for
applicable roadway(s) under review.
o Should data result in records identifying continued improvement of
operations in comparison to previous (pre-implementation of mitigation
measures) and within allowable or expected thresholds, the
applicant(s) shall be contacted and resulting information shared with
acknowledgment that not intended action shall be taken.
o Should data result in records identifying negative impacts of
operations, or confirmation of the applicant(s) concerns, actions shall
be scheduled according to the priority level of severity of the issue.
 Schedule of removal of mitigation measures will be directly
affected by severity of issue, available funding and staff
allocation
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Upon removal, no new traffic calming requests from the community for those
roadways will be processed for a minimum of 3 years unless a safety concern is
identified by the City.

2.4 Traffic Calming Measures
Traffic calming measures generally fall within five broad categories:
1) Obstructions: This type of measure obstructs specific vehicle movements. They
are devices that are strong in discouraging short-cutting; they may reduce
conflicts and enhance the neighbourhood environment. Typically they are
applied at intersections, however may also be applied at mid-block locations.
Examples of these measures are full road closures or directional road closures
(one-way setups).
2) Vertical Deflections: This type of measure utilizes a varied road surface level
(different road grades) to require motorists to reduce speed appropriately to
travel over the mitigation measure. The primary focus of vertical deflection
measures is to address vehicle speeds; they may also result in reduced traffic
volumes. A key use for these measures is at high road user conflict points,
where reduced speeds increase driver’s awareness and also mitigate the
potential severity of any conflict (for example between pedestrians and motor
vehicles).
3) Horizontal Deflections: This type of measure utilizes realignments of the roadway
(narrowing, deflecting vehicle travel paths) and may require the motorists to alter
their direction or reduces spacing to conflicting roadway infrastructure. The focus
of horizontal deflections is to reduce vehicle speeds and increase awareness of
road user conflict points; they may also reduce neighbourhood short-cutting.
Examples of these measures are curb extensions, on-street parking, intersection
bulb-outs, chicanes).
4) Passive Measures: These types of measures focus on the use of signs and road
markings, which can be used to regulate traffic movements in lieu of physical
design changes to the roadway. These measures may are also necessary and
applied to the other mitigation measure techniques, however on their own may
be used to attempt to create similar effects. Passive measures often require
ongoing enforcement, as they do not create sustainable driver behaviour
changes through a “built-environment” design change. Examples of this type of
measures are the use of centre lines, parking stalls, turn designations, prohibiting
turns.
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5) Technological Applications: Some traffic calming may be applicable to creating
road user awareness and utilize Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
solutions to communicate messages or operational information to drivers.
Examples of these measures are driver feedback signs, school zone warning
flashers.
An effective traffic calming mitigation strategy is a mixture of treatments that are
customized to address confirmed issues – for example vertical deflection for high
speed issues and horizontal deflection or combination of horizontal and vertical
deflection for pedestrian crossing issues.
Ideal spacing between devices may vary depending on site characteristics and
context of application within an overall traffic calming plan.
•

•

Devices or techniques should not be spaced greater than 250 metres apart
based on the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s (ITE) Traffic Calming:
State of the Practice (August 1999) publication.
If deemed appropriate, further reducing the spacing distance between devices
is expected to increase the overall strategy’s effectiveness. However it may
impede the reasonable flow of traffic along the roadway as well as result in an
increased construction cost for the mitigation strategy.

The effectiveness individual traffic calming devices are context-sensitive to both site
conditions and within the overall traffic calming plan. Appendix D: Traffic Calming
Measures, provides an overview of mitigation measures and outlines their typical
definition, general parameters and considerations for implementation. Costs identified
are high level estimates and updated based upon most recent construction activity
associated to the Traffic Calming Program.
Not included within Appendix D: Traffic Calming Measures are non-sustainable
approaches to traffic calming such as public education traffic safety campaigns and
enforcement. While these activities can have a strong impact for traffic safety the intent
would be to focus their use in supplementary alignment with an implemented Traffic
Calming Plan, and reduce the long term expectation of such activity as required
enforcement.
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APPENDIX A: NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING
PROCESS FLOW CHART
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APPENDIX B: NEIGHBOURHOOD PRIORITY / SEVERITY
POINT SYSTEM
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Roadway Operations
Factors

Measure Used

Traffic Speed

85 Percentile Speed

Traffic Volume

Average Daily Traffic
(ADT)

Short-Cutting Vehicles

% of Total Vehicles

Motor Vehicle
Collisions

Frequency of
Occurrence over 3
Years / Severity of
collisions that
occurred

Point System

Max.
Points

Local Roads: 1 point for every
2% the 85th percentile speed is
above the posted speed limit.
Additional 5 points, if speed is
>12% above the posted speed.
Collector Roads: 1 point for
every 4% the 85th percentile speed
is above the posted speed limit.
Additional 5 points, if speed is
>20% above the posted speed
limit.
School Zones / Playground
Zones: 2 points for every 2%
above the posted school or
playground zone speed, during
periods of school or playground
operations.
Local Roads: 1 point for every
10% of vehicles in excess of 1,000
ADT
Collector Roads: 1 point for
every 5% of vehicles in excess of
5,000 ADT
2 Points for every 5% of shortcutting vehicles in excess of 10%
of short-cutting vehicles of overall
ADT
1 point per collision occurrence
resulting in property damage only
2 points per collision occurrence
resulting in injury(ies)

15

Local

Collector

Local

Collector

10

10

15

SUB-TOTAL OF ROAD OPERATIONS FACTORS =

Neighbourhood
Factors
Community Support

Adjacent Land Use
within Study Area

Transit Operations

School Bus
Transportation
Capital Construction
Alignment

Measure Used

Point System

Max.
Points

Resulting level of
support from Project
Support Survey
Number of priority
areas within the study
area (Schools,
Playground Zones,
Commercial sites,
Senior facilities
Number of transit
routes utilizing the
roadway network
Number of school
buses utilizing the
roadway network
Coincides with capital
roadway
improvements

1 point per percent over the
required 60% support for initiating
the traffic calming process

15

3 points per school location
2 points per playground /
greenspace
2 points per senior facility
1 point per commercial space

20

1 point per transit route

5

1 point per school bus route that
operates with school bus pick-ups
/ drop-offs

5

5 points for within 1 year of
planned capital work
3 points for >1 but <3 years of
planned capital work
1 point for >3 but <5 years of
planned capital work

5

SUB-TOTAL OF NEIGHBOURHOOD FACTORS =
TOTAL POINTS =

Total possible points = 100 for Collector Roadways / 90 for Local Roadways
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APPENDIX C: TRAFFIC CALMING GLOSSARY
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All-Way Stop Signs

A unique type of signage due to their regulatory nature as well as
their need for appropriate supporting engineering studies prior to
installation.

Arterial Roadway

Road segments that operate with higher traffic volumes and where
vehicle movement is the major consideration with higher operating
vehicle speeds (50 – 80 km/hr) and typically all classes of vehicles
are allowed to operate. Arterial roadways in St. Albert are identified
within Schedules ‘A’ and ‘B’ of the City of St. Albert Bylaw 10/2008
Transportation System Bylaw.

Channelization

Separation of vehicle movements at an intersection into defined paths
through the use of physical roadway features and signs.

Chicanes

Often used along straight roadways to encourage vehicles to slow
down and make an “S” shaped turn along the roadway (if applied on
both sides of the roadway) or to designate parking areas and bus
bays. Chicanes can be designed to feature flexible “break away”
posts within the pavement structure or include an extension of the
concrete curb into the travel lane. Can be used as a temporary
measure in place of a curb extension.

Collector Road

A road for which vehicle movement and access are of equal
importance that operate with moderate traffic volumes and lower
speed limits with typical restrictions to large loads. Collector roadways
in St. Albert are identified within Schedules ‘A’ and ‘B’ of the City of
St. Albert Bylaw 10/2008 Transportation System Bylaw.

Community

A community is often defined by the neighbourhood boundaries, but
may also include individuals who live outside the neighbourhood, but
who work or operate business in the neighbourhood, or whose
children attend school in the neighbourhood.

Conflict

A collision or near-collision which requires evasive action on the part
of one or more persons. Conflicts may occur between two motorists,
between a motorist and cyclist, between a motorist and a pedestrian,
and between a cyclist and pedestrian, for example.

Curb Extensions /
Bump Outs

A horizontal intrusion of the curb into the roadway often used at
intersections to reduce the physical crossing distance for a
pedestrian.

Deflection

A vertical and/or horizontal change in the course or path of a vehicle
as a result of a physical feature of a roadway. For example, a speed
hump deflects the wheels, suspension and chassis of a vehicle in a
vertical direction. A traffic circle requires that the vehicle be steered or
deflected horizontally from its straight path to manoeuvre past the
circle.

Device

A physical feature of the roadway, constructed for the purpose of
affecting the movement of motor vehicles, bicycles or pedestrians.
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Landscaping

Plants, shrubs, trees, and other vegetation planted in a traffic calming
measure or along a roadway, instead of grass or a hard surface.

Local Road

A street for which the primary function is access to adjacent
properties. Local streets are not intended to carry significant amounts
of through traffic, operate with reduced speed limits and have
restrictions related to vehicle classifications. Local roadways in St.
Albert are identified within Schedule ‘A’ of the City of St. Albert Bylaw
10/2008 Transportation System Bylaw.

Mode

A means of transportation. Examples of modes of transportation
include automobile travel, transit, cycling, and walking.

Neighbourhood
Gateways

Entrance features to an area which emphasizes a change in the
driving environment from adjacent roadways such as major
commercial areas to a residential neighbourhood.

On-street Parking

The reduction of the roadway width available for vehicle movement by
allowing motor vehicles to park within the roadway adjacent the curb.

Pavement Surface
Treatments

Surface treatments ranging from coloured asphalt to cobblestones
that provide a visual cue as to a change in roadway environment
and/or designation of space for travel modes (vehicles, bike, parking,
and pedestrian).

Perceptual Devices

Permanent or temporary measures identified as “mental speed
bumps” and include measures such as creating activity nodes,
incorporating commercial activity and public art displays.

Radar Speed Signs

A sensor feature to spot capture a vehicle’s speed and digitally
display the speed next to a static posted speed limit for the roadway.
Where driver speeds exceed the speed limit, the speeds will either
flash intermittently or the border of the static posted speed limit will
illuminate.

Raised Crosswalks

Similar to speed tables but feature a painted crosswalk on the flat top.
Often used to highlight a key pedestrian crossing location, and can be
applied at either mid-block locations or at intersections.

Raised Intersections

Similar to speed tables but are applied at intersections, and extend
throughout the intersection for all approaches.

Raised Medians and
Islands

Permanent or temporary raised medians and islands can reduce the
comfortable driving speed of vehicles, provide a pedestrian refuge
area on higher volume roadways, allowing them to make a two-stage
crossing, and provide an opportunity for communities to introduce
additional green spaces within their community.
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Roadway
Obstructions

Permanent or temporary physical devices utilized to channelize
vehicles to travel in a particular direction or to reduce the ability to
travel along a particular path. The closures are typically
supplemented with curbs, delineators, gates, signage or landscaping.

Roundabouts and
Mini-Traffic Circles

A raised island located in the center of an intersection which requires
vehicles to travel through the intersection in a counter-clockwise
direction around the island. May be used as an alternative to a 4-way
stop control intersection, may include a landscape feature within the
centre, and may provide drivers with an opportunity to safely u-turn.

Short-cutting

Traffic which is travelling through a neighbourhood to bypass
congestion on the arterial street network, or to make use of a more
direct route.

Signage

A variety of regulatory and non-regulatory signage can be used in
association with traffic calming measures to increase awareness for
drivers that they have entered a speed-sensitive area. Compliance
with signage may require additional non-sustainable measures, such
as law enforcement.

Speed

The 85th percentile speed of all vehicles passing along a roadway
during a specified time period is typically regarded as the
representative speed of traffic. The 85th percentile speed is the speed
exceeded by the fasted 15% of vehicles. When the 85th percentile
speed exceeds the maximum legal vehicle speed, this is generally
considered as indicating a speeding problem.

Speed Humps

Permanent or temporary vertical deflections that use an elongated
approach and departure angle, sufficient to slow down a broad range
of vehicle types. The tops of speed humps are often curved.

Speed Tables

Similar to speed humps but often feature a flat top area (typically with
higher design speeds). The elongated approach and departure may
be similar to that of a speed hump or be greater.

Traffic Calming

The combination of mainly physical measures to reduce the negative
effects of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior and improve
conditions for non-motorized street users.

Traffic Calming Plan

A plan that provides a visual representation of the placement of
specified traffic calming features.

Zig-Zag Pavement
Markings

Permanent or temporary markings utilized on the approach of
crosswalks to emphasize to drivers of an upcoming crosswalk.
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APPENDIX D: TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES
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An illustration of a sample Traffic Calming Measure sheet is provided below that
provides guidance on how information is displayed, where specific information can be
found, and other key features associated with the mitigation measure.

1) Traffic Calming Measure: Name of the traffic
calming measure.
2) Application: An item that the traffic calming
measure may address: Speed, Volume, ShortCutting.
3) Road Classification: Typical roadway classifications
which the traffic calming measure may be
considered.
4) Effectiveness: Where available, the effectiveness of
the traffic calming measure is identified for speed,
volume or collision reduction.
•
•
•
•
5) Cost: High-level opinions of probable costs are
identified for comparison purposes. Actual costs
will vary based on site specific requirements.
Costs were categorized as Low for those less than
$10,000; Medium for those between $10,000 and
$50,000; High for those greater than $50,000.
6) Description: A definition
of each traffic calming
measure.

7) Considerations: Items to be considered in the
application of the traffic calming measure. In all
applications, the traffic calming measure should be
cognizant of impacts to all modes of travel,
adjacent stakeholders, emergency response,
infrastructure maintenance, snow removal and
transit operations.
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ALL-WAY STOP SIGNS
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Collision Reduction1

68% to 77%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost: ±$4,000

All-Way Stop Sign (Quebec)
DESCRIPTION:
All-Way Stop Signs are a unique type of signage due to their regulatory nature as well as their need for
appropriate supporting engineering studies prior to installation. All-way stop signs installed at nonconforming locations have the potential to create safety concerns (such as angled collisions and rear end
collisions) if they do not conform to drivers’ expectations on a roadway. Compliance with all-way stop
signs may require additional non-sustainable measures, such as law enforcement. Due to this concern, it
is recommended that an effective traffic calming plan include a combination of additional measures that
result in either horizontal or vertical deflection.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Potential for increased traffic noise at
and/or near the device.

Technical:

•

•

Pavement markings, or advanced
warning signs, are typically associated
with stop signs.
Technical review should be conducted
for the applicability of the signage.
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Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: Improved crossing
experience with all vehicles required to
stop.
Cyclist: Cyclists may be impacted
similar to vehicles.
Vehicles: All vehicles are required to
slow down and stop.
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Chicane
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction
Collision Reduction

-22% to -25%
-47% to -54%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost2: ±$14,000

Chicane (Lakewood, OH)

DESCRIPTION:
Chicanes are often used along straight roadways to encourage vehicles to slow down and make an “S”
shaped turn along the roadway (if applied on both sides of the roadway) or to designate parking areas and
bus bays. Chicanes can be designed to feature flexible “break away” posts within the pavement structure
or include an extension of the concrete curb into the travel lane. Can be used as a temporary measure in
place of a curb extension.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

May be physical landscaping, parking or
physically delineated by extension of
the curb or other devices.

•
•

•
•
•

Technical:

•

Modal Influence:

Advanced warning signs are typically
associated with chicanes to alert
drivers.
Snow removal equipment requirements
should be considered; end treatments of
chicanes should clearly delineated.
May result in reduced on-street parking
areas.

•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: Cyclists may be impacted
similar to vehicles.
Light Vehicles: High speeds
discouraged with horizontal deflection.
Parallel parking would be removed
although opportunities exist for angled
parking in the chicane.
Heavy Vehicles: Should be navigable by
heavy vehicles if designed accordingly.

•
1

Effectiveness sourced from Halifax Regional Municipality Effectiveness and Safety of Short-Cutting Chicanes
Information Report with speed reductions based on two Canadian locations and collision based on limited data.
2

Probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on sample size, absolute values
and standard deviations.
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COMPLETE STREETS
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Dependent on modifications put into
place.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Highly variable depending on
infrastructure implemented from paint
lines to curb realignments.

Complete Streets Example (Honolulu, HI)

DESCRIPTION:
A variety of roadway geometry changes can impact vehicle speeds and volumes. The re-purposing of a
roadway’s cross-section may include features such as marked parking lanes, narrower travel lanes and
the introduction of dedicated bicycle lanes. All of these measures have the effect of reducing the comfort
level of drivers and therefore travel speeds. Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to
support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

May be coincided with roadway
rehabilitation projects.

Technical:

•

A site-by-site analysis is required to
evaluate potential impacts along the
corridor including but not limited to rightof-way, dedication of cross-section
elements and integration to the overall
network.
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Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: Potential for improved
pedestrian realm.
Cyclist: Potential to improve cyclist
comfort and/or provide cycling
infrastructure.
Vehicles: Typically reduced travel lane
widths.
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CURB EXTENSION
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction

-7%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: $40,000 to $80,000
for all four intersection corners

Curb Extension (Spokane,
WA)
DESCRIPTION:
Curb Extensions / Bump Outs are often used at intersections to reduce the physical crossing distance for
a pedestrian. They increase awareness for drivers to be alert to pedestrian activities within the area and
can reduce the comfort driving speed of a vehicle. Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to
support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

Modal Influence:

• Painted or textured pavement may be

•

applicable if associated with a painted
crosswalk location.

•

Technical:

• Advanced warning signs are typically
•
•

associated with the installation of curb
bump outs / extensions.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Snow removal equipment requirements
should be considered; end treatments of
curb extensions should clearly
delineated.

•
•

Pedestrian: Improves pedestrian
visibility and reduces crossing distance.
Cyclist: May require cyclists to merge or
be closer to vehicles in some
applications.
Light Vehicles: May reduce right-turning
vehicle speeds when applied at an
intersection.
Heavy Vehicles: Turn templates for
larger vehicles should confirm the
accommodation of these vehicles at
intersection.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD GATEWAY
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Dependent on modifications put into
place.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Highly variable depending on
infrastructure implemented.

Neighbourhood Gateway (Edmonton, AB)

DESCRIPTION:
Neighbourhood Gateways are entrance features to an area which emphasizes a change in the driving
environment from adjacent roadways such as major commercial areas to a residential neighbourhood.
Neighbourhood gateways are typically used alongside other traffic calming measures ranging from raised
medians to roundabouts. Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to support a reduced 40
km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Opportunities exist to improve the
prominence of an area and the public
realm.

Modal Influence:

•
•

Technical:

•

A site-by-site analysis is required to
evaluate potential impacts along the
corridor including but not limited to rightof-way, dedication of cross-section
elements and integration to the overall
network.
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•

Pedestrian: Potential for improved
pedestrian realm.
Cyclist: Potential to improve cyclist
comfort and/or provide cycling
infrastructure.
Vehicles: Emphasize a change in driving
environment.
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PAVEMENT SURFACE TREATMENT
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Speed Reduction1

-16%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Highly variable depending on
material and size of area.

Pavement Surface Treatment (Calgary, AB)
DESCRIPTION:
Pavement Surface Treatments may range from coloured asphalt to cobblestones. Pavement surface
treatments provides a visual cue as to a change in roadway environment and/or designation of space for
travel modes (vehicles, bike, parking, pedestrian). Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to
support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

•

•

Potential for increased traffic noise with
the use of textured pavements.
Accessibility requirements of all users
(wheelchair, cyclist, pedestrian) should
be considered and not negatively
impacted.
Snow removal equipment requirements
should be considered

Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: Potential for improved
pedestrian realm.
Cyclist: Potential to improve cyclist
comfort and/or provide cycling
infrastructure.
Vehicles: Emphasize a change in driving
environment and dedication of travel
space.

Technical:

•

Pavement colours should consider and
not conflict with typical industry
pavement colours (examples: redtransit; green-cycling).
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PERCEPTUAL DEVICES
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Dependent on modification put into
place.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Highly variable depending on
infrastructure implemented.

Perceptual Devices (Tuscon,
AZ)
DESCRIPTION:
Perceptual Devices are identified as “mental speed bumps” and includes measures such as creating
activity nodes, incorporating commercial activity and public art displays. Temporary measures can be
used. Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed
limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

N/A

Technical:

•
•

Applications should ensure that safety
of any mode of travel is not
compromised.
Line of sight should be considered prior
to installation.
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Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: Potential for improved public
realm.
Cyclist: Potential for improved public
realm.
Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel speeds
for most vehicles with street activity or
other infrastructure.
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RADAR SPEED SIGNS
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Speed Reduction1

-4% to -9%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost2: $2,000 to $4,000

Radar Speed Sign (Calgary,
AB)
DESCRIPTION:
Radar Speed Signs or speed display signs feature a sensor feature to spot capture a vehicle’s speed and
digitally display the speed next to a static posted speed limit for the roadway. Where driver speeds
exceed the speed limit, the speeds will either flash intermittently or the border of the static posted speed
limit will illuminate.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

• Application of radar speed signs along

Technical:

•

roadways that experience daily, routine
traffic (such as a local roadway) can
often result in reduced effectiveness
after approximately a year, as the radar
speed sign becomes part of the driver’s
visual background.

In certain circumstances, it has been
observed that drivers will intentionally
speed in an attempt to display the
highest speed possible. This can be
mitigated by programming the sign to go
blank if the vehicle speed exceeds a predetermined limit.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: N/A
Vehicles: Alerts vehicles of high speeds.

1

Speed reduction from Chang, K., et al. on collector and arterial streets as sourced in Effective Development of
Radar Speed Signs, Veneziano, D. et al. Other applications and findings are also identified.
2

Probable cost from http://www.lightcast-public-safety.com/radar_sign_determinator.html
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RAISED CROSSWALK
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
(Based on 6.7m/22’ Speed Table)
Speed Reduction
-18%
Collision Reduction
-45%
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: ±$4,000

Raised Crosswalk (BC)

DESCRIPTION:
Raised Crosswalks are similar to speed tables but feature a painted crosswalk on the flat top. They are
often used to highlight a key pedestrian crossing location, and can be applied at either mid-block locations
or at intersections. Can be integrated into the roadway design intended to support a reduced 40 km/h
posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Potential for increased traffic noise at
and/or near the device.

Modal Influence:

• Pedestrian: Painted or textured

Technical:

• Advanced warning signs and pavement
•
•
•

markings are typically associated with
raised crosswalks to alert drivers.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Raised crosswalks should
accommodate snow clearing equipment
requirements.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.

•
•
•

pavement is typically associated with a
raised crosswalk to adequately address
accessibility needs of pedestrians.
Cyclist: N/A
Light Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel
speeds for most vehicles although a
lesser impact compared to speed humps.
Heavy Vehicles: Raised crosswalks
provide an elongated flat top which may
provide a smoother deflection compared
to a speed hump.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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RAISED INTERSECTION
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction

-1%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: ±$12,500

Raised Intersection (Harrisonburg, VA)

DESCRIPTION:
Raised Intersections are similar to speed tables but are applied at intersections, and extend throughout
the intersection for all approaches. Raised intersections can be used to highlight an intersection of
importance.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•
•

Potential for increased traffic noise at
and/or near the device.
Raised intersections may or may not
feature painted or textured pavement.

Technical:

• Advanced warning signs and pavement
•
•
•

markings are typically associated with
raised intersections.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Raised intersections should
accommodate snow clearing equipment
requirements.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.

Modal Influence:

•

•
•
•

Pedestrian: Although raised to the
sidewalk elevation, the raised
intersection should have a physical dip to
be detected by visually impaired.
Cyclist: N/A.
Light Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel
speeds for most vehicles although a
lesser impact compared to speed tables.
Heavy Vehicles: Raised intersections
provide an elongated flat top which may
provide a smoother deflection compared
to a speed hump.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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RAISED MEDIAN
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction

-7%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: $5,000 to $15,000
May be a high cost if applied along a
significant length of a corridor.

Raised Median with raised midblock crosswalk
(Port Townsend, WA)
DESCRIPTION:
Raised Medians and Islands can reduce the comfortable driving speed of vehicles and provide an
opportunity for communities to introduce additional green spaces within their community. Raised medians
and islands can also provide a pedestrian refuge area on higher volume roadways, allowing them to make
a two-stage crossing. However raised medians and islands on local roadways can reduce access for
property owners, resulting in u-turns or illegal turns. Temporary measures can be used. Can be
integrated into the roadway design intended to support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Potential access impacts to adjacent
property owners

Technical:

•

•
•
•

Advance warning signs and pavement
markings are typically associated with
raised medians to alert drivers.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Snow removal equipment requirements
should be considered; end treatments of
medians should clearly delineated.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•
•

Pedestrian: Sufficiently wide medians
may accommodate pedestrians for a
two-stage crossing.
Cyclist: May require cyclists to merge or
be closer to vehicles in some
applications.
Light Vehicles: May reduce vehicle
speeds with a narrowed roadway
section.
Heavy Vehicles: Turn templates for
larger vehicles should confirm the
accommodation of these vehicles at the
device.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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REDUCED POSTED SPEEDS
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
No data compiled.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost: ±$1,000

DESCRIPTION:
Reduced Posted Speeds are identified as a reduction in the speed limit from 50 km/h, which is the
maximum speed limit on a roadway located in an urban area in Alberta, to 40 km/h with signage. A
reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit should is a supplementary action that should be aligned with
engineering and other traffic calming measures that may be implemented.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Should be applied with application of
other traffic calming measures.

Technical:

•

Technical review should be conducted
for the applicability of the signage.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: N/A
Vehicles: Alerts drivers of a reduced
speed limit to 40 km/h with signage.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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ROADWAY OBSTRUCTION
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
Dependent on modification put into
place.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost: $15,000 to $80,000

Roadway Obstructions (Modified from FHWA)
DESCRIPTION:
Roadway Obstructions are physical devices utilized to channelize vehicles to travel in a particular direction
or to reduce the ability to travel along a particular path. The closures are typically supplemented with
curbs, delineators, gates, signage or landscaping. Temporary measures can be used.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Less restrictive measures should be
considered before applying roadway
obstructions.

Technical:

•

A site-by-site analysis is required to
evaluate potential impacts to the overall
network, access requirements and
emergency response.
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Modal Influence:

•
•
•
•

Pedestrian: Pedestrian connections are
typically maintained.
Cyclist: Cycling connections are typically
provided.
Light Vehicles: Restrictions to available
travel routes.
Heavy Vehicles: Should be navigable by
heavy vehicles if designed accordingly.
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ROUNDABOUT
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction
Collision Reduction

-11%
-29% to -73%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost2: $3,000 to $9,000

Roundabout (Calgary, AB)

DESCRIPTION:
Roundabouts and Mini-Traffic Circles are applied at intersections and apply an alternative to a 4-way stop
control intersection. They may or may not include a landscape feature within the centre. These also
provide drivers with an opportunity to make a safe u-turn if needed. Can be integrated into the roadway
design intended to support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Caution should be applied if installing in
certain high volume settings as property
owners have expressed concerns with
light intrusion from the headlights of
turning vehicles.

Technical:

•
•
•

•

Advanced warning signs are typically
associated with roundabouts and minitraffic circles.
Snow removal equipment requirements
should be considered; edge lines should
clearly delineated.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.
Can be used to create a safer u-turn
location if needed

Modal Influence:

•

•
•

•

Pedestrian: Crossing experience would
be similar to altered with vehicles
approaching from a main road and within
the circle.
Cyclist: Cyclists may be impacted
similar to vehicles.
Light Vehicles: Designed with vehicles
having to slow down and turn as they
navigate through the intersection. Onstreet parking may potentially be
removed.
Heavy Vehicles: Although navigation
may be reduced, a roundabout often
features mountable curbs to allow large
vehicles such as trucks and buses to
safely navigate.

1

Average effectiveness sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on sample size,
absolute values and standard deviations.
2

Probable cost from http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/low_cost_traf/chap_4.htm.
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SIGNAGE
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS:
No data compiled.
COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost: ±$1,000

Traffic Calmed Signage (Surrey, BC)
DESCRIPTION:
A variety of regulatory and non-regulatory Signage can be used in association with traffic calming
measures to increase awareness for drivers that they have entered a speed-sensitive area. It is
recommended that all signage conform with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada
(latest edition), or MUTCDC. Compliance with signage may require additional non-sustainable measures,
such as law enforcement. Due to this concern, it is recommended that an effective traffic calming plan
include a combination of additional measures that result in either horizontal or vertical deflection.
Temporary signage can be used.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Should be applied with application of
other traffic calming measures.

Technical:

•

Technical review should be conducted
for the applicability of the signage.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: N/A
Vehicles: Alerts drivers of traffic calming
measures.

1

Average effectiveness sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on sample size,
absolute values and standard deviations.
2

Probable cost from http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/low_cost_traf/chap_4.htm.
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SPEED HUMP
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction
Collision Reduction

-18% to -23%
-11% to -41%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: ±$2,000

Speed Hump (Hamilton, ON)
DESCRIPTION:
Speed Humps are vertical deflections that use an elongated approach and departure angle, sufficient to
slow down a broad range of vehicle types. The tops of speed humps are often curved. Speed humps are
typically applied in mid-block areas. Available as a temporary traffic calming device.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•
•

Potential for increased traffic noise at
and/or near the device.
Although primarily aimed to reduce
travel speeds, speed humps may also
reduce short-cutting and the
attractiveness to use a route.

Technical:

•
•
•
•

Advance warning signs and pavement
markings are typically associated with
speed humps to alert drivers.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Speed humps should accommodate
snow clearing equipment requirements.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.

Modal Influence:

•
•

•
•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: Cyclists may be impacted
similar to vehicles; or if designed
accordingly, may be designed with
impacts to cyclists reduced.
Light Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel
speeds for most vehicles.
Heavy Vehicles: Specialized designs
accounting for emergency and transit
vehicles may be considered to reduce
any potential impacts on emergency
response routes and transit routes.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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SPEED TABLE
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction
Collision Reduction

-9% to -18%
-45%

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: ±$2,000

Speed Table (Edmonton, AB)

DESCRIPTION:
Speed Tables are similar to speed humps but often feature a flat top area (typically with higher design
speeds). The elongated approach and departure may be similar to that of a speed hump or be greater.
Speed tables are typically applied in mid-block areas.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

Potential for increased traffic noise at
and/or near the device.
• Speed tables may or may not feature
painted or textured pavement.
Technical:

• Advanced warning signs and pavement
•
•
•

markings are typically associated with
speed tables to alert drivers.
Drainage impacts should be minimal or
mitigated.
Speed tables should accommodate
snow clearing equipment requirements.
Potential impacts to EMS and transit
should be considered.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•
•

Pedestrian: N/A
Cyclist: N/A
Light Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel
speeds for most vehicles although a
lesser impact compared to speed humps.
Heavy Vehicles: Speed tables provide
an elongated flat top which may provide
a smoother deflection compared to a
speed hump.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from trafficcalming.org. Refer to website for more details on
sample size, absolute values and standard deviations.
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ZIG-ZAG PAVEMENT MARKING
APPLICATION:
Speed
Volume

Short-Cut

ROAD CLASSIFICATION:
Local
Collector
EFFECTIVENESS1:
Speed Reduction
Collision Reduction

-1% to -13%
Insufficient
Data

COST:
Low
Medium
High
Probable Cost1: ±$3,000 + $2,500 if
paint lines to be removed.

Zig Zag Pavement Marking (Hilo, HI)

DESCRIPTION:
Zig-Zag Pavement Markings are utilized on the approach of crosswalks to emphasize to drivers of an
upcoming crosswalk. Zig-zag pavement markings have been used in Ottawa, Virginia and Hawaii; though
its application is more widely used in the United Kingdom. Temporary measures can be used. Can be
integrated into the roadway design intended to support a reduced 40 km/h posted speed limit.
CONSIDERATIONS:
General:

•

N/A

Technical:

•

Zig-zag pavement markings are not
industry standard per the Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices
Canada. Driver confusion may arise on
the application of a non-traditional
pavement marking without driver
education.

Modal Influence:

•
•
•

Pedestrian:
Cyclist: Potential impacts to cyclists
should be considered.
Vehicles: Aimed to reduce travel speeds
for most vehicles.

1

Average effectiveness and probable cost sourced from Virginia Transportation Research Council Best Practices
in Traffic Operations and Safety: Phase II: Zig-Zag Pavement Markings. Speed reduction based on two sites,
with speed reductions are typically closer to the crosswalk with one data point further from the crosswalk showing
a 1% increase in speed.
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APPENDIX E: ST. ALBERT NEIGHBOURHOOD ZONE MAP /
STUDY AREA IDENTIFICATION
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APPENDIX F: ST. ALBERT NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC
CALMING COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
PLAN
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INTRODUCTION
The Communications and Public Engagement Plan for the St. Albert Traffic Calming
Policy provides a comprehensive approach to informing, engaging and collaborating
with key target audiences to support the evolution of transportation planning for the city.
The plan sets out a framework to meaningfully engage both public and stakeholders for
applicable traffic calming projects meeting preliminary criteria and thresholds that will be
undertaken under the Traffic Calming Guidelines. This will ensure that the final
recommended Traffic Calming Plan for each application reflects the vision that residents
have for the future of their community, while identifying a community’s support to move
forward with Neighbourhood Traffic Calming at early stages of the process.
The public engagement plan is structured around major milestones outlined in the
overall Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Guidelines, to confirm requirements of
necessary criteria and allow for direct and timely inputs into final project
recommendations. A diverse range of communication tools and mechanisms will be
employed at various stages of the program to ensure each audience receives project
information in the most appropriate and meaningful way, and necessary support is
sustained to move forward with the Traffic Calming process.

GOALS
The Communication and Public Engagement Plan for each project shall seek to involve
stakeholders and residents in creating a traffic calming solution for a neighbourhood by
following the Traffic Calming Guidelines. These Guidelines will be used on a case by
case basis as a standardized process to add (or remove) traffic calming measures in a
given neighbourhood.
The goals of the Communication and Public Engagement Plan are to:
•

•
•
•

Align the transportation, public engagement and communications objectives of
the City through consultation with internal departments, residents of the study
area and other decision-making bodies in the study area, to create a broadly
supported traffic calming plan in any given application (neighbourhood or Citydriven).
Develop audience understanding for the project and its purpose in contributing
toward the future success and safety of the neighbourhood.
Allow all interested stakeholders and members of the public within the study area
to participate in the creative process for the traffic calming plan.
Achieve study area public and stakeholder support for the recommended traffic
calming solution (if applicable).
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COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
The tone of communication will be positive, informative and use plain language with an
emphasis on collaborating to create a common vision for the future of the community.
The communication and public engagement approach consists of three components:
•
•
•

Educating and informing stakeholders and residents of the study area about the
application and the Traffic Calming program and process.
Informing stakeholders and the public of the study area on how to participate and
provide input to shape the traffic calming recommendations.
Engaging with stakeholders and residents of the study area to evaluate the
program and applied traffic calming measures (if applicable).

ISSUES
Consultation Fatigue – as a large municipality within a greater metropolitan setting of
the Capital Region, the City and various stakeholders within the community are
constantly engaging the public and organizations. There is a danger of consultation
fatigue, asking resident’s similar questions to those they have already been asked and
therefore appearing to ignore feedback that was received in previous consultations.
Response - The context, scale and purpose of each project needs to be shown as
distinct from others and will need to be clearly communicated in plain language.
Stakeholder Apathy - There is concern that the general public might not see how a
given application applies to them, since the road in question is not part of their regular
commute or they may not share overall traffic concerns.
Response – Key messages will be developed and communicated that speak to this
issue. One of the key components of the outreach strategy will be to educate the
public on how the application is part of the overall traffic calming vision for the City,
and how its implementation impacts all City stakeholders through the creation of
precedent as well as their potential use of any given road within the community.
Additionally, the project lead will communicate that all stakeholder voices are
important in these types of projects to balance the needs/desires of the general
public with the needs of the City administration/operations teams.
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AUDIENCES
Effective consultation and public engagement means understanding the many different
audiences that will have an interest and a role to play in the development of a Traffic
Calming Plan and resulting implementation.
Specific communications tools will be used to educate and inform target audiences and
engagement opportunities created to capture their perspectives. A range of
engagement techniques and tools are integrated throughout each stage of an
application work plan to target these differing audiences at different stages of the
project.

Internal Audiences
•

•

Elected Officials - Council will be engaged early and may initiate the process
itself. Information will be shared through identification of study areas and results
(prioritization and severity levels), to funding requests and finalized evaluations
(both quantitative data analysis and public opinion) of implemented plans.
St. Albert City Staff – A standing Technical Committee comprised of key City staff
members from various departments will be consulted for input and advice
throughout the process. Key stakeholders are Transit, Public Services, Fire and
Emergency Services, RCMP, Recreation Services.

External Audiences
•

•

Residents – City of St. Albert residents are an important part of the process and
will be engaged and consulted when they reside within the identified traffic
calming study area.
Commercial / Institutional / Industrial Partners – members of businesses within
the traffic calming study area, as well as the potential leadership of the St. Albert
Chamber of Commerce.

KEY MESSAGES
Foundational messages of the Traffic Calming Program are:
•

The City of St. Albert Traffic Calming Guidelines provides the basis for the
completion of the Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Process, from initiation to
neighbourhood operation evaluation and required program criteria, public
engagement, implementation and evaluation.
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•

•

The public engagement process will be aligned with the City of St. Albert 3 Steps
to Public Engagement Guidelines and shall be inclusive of various forms to invite,
encourage and make accessible the opportunity for input to be provided at
various stages, up to a Collaborative level.
With the exception of resident information, all aspects of the Neighbourhood
Traffic Calming Process (inclusive of data and resulting criteria evaluation /
scoring, along with survey results) will be publicly available.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
The public engagement activities are developed to enable multiple audiences to provide
input and inform the development of a traffic calming application, with acknowledgment
that a successful plan relies on the support of the community and thus focus a form of
criteria on neighbourhood acknowledgement of issues and support to move forward with
the program. Different activities / tools are planned to accommodate the needs and
availability of residents and to elicit the appropriate input required as the program
transforms from a preliminary “informative” process to a “listening” and “consulting”
spectrum, with final stages requiring a “collaborative” effort between residents,
stakeholders and Administration to finalize an approved and supported Traffic Calming
Plan for implementation. Further consultation is then performed to capture post
implementation impacts and opinions for future enhancements to the program and
process. The following steps are mandatory as part of the public engagement process,
and shall be inclusive to the identified households, residents, businesses, institutions
and stakeholders of a clearly defined study area for the implementation of the
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Program:

Informative / Advising Actions:
•

•

•
•
•

Ensuring residents, business, stakeholders and Council are aware of the
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Policy and Neighbourhood Traffic Calming
Guidelines, to which the full program and process is identified in clarity.
Creating Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) Informational sharing packages
(brochures, online information) related to Traffic Calming to provide background
information on what Traffic Calming, how it impacts neighbourhoods and issues it
may address, along with expectations of results.
Notifications and invitations to take part within consultation actions of the
program.
Introductory Information Meeting
Online Information
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Listening / Consulting / Engaging Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Project Support Survey
Walking Tours
Online Survey
Open Houses
Mailer Survey

Public Engagement Activity Descriptions
Project Support Survey
• This survey is to provide notification to each household that a traffic calming
review is under consideration by the City – this occurs following identification that
the roadway(s) meet minimum requirements of thresholds and the program may
potentially move forward.
• If multiple neighbourhoods have been reviewed, the criteria will be used for
evaluation of severity and priority of the neighbourhood and the notification may
be inclusive of results and final level of priority for the neighbourhood with
tentative action schedule to continue the program if funding or staff resources are
not available within the “study” calendar year.
• The intent of this survey is to capture an overall community opinion on the
necessity of traffic calming and to gauge potential community involvement and
support that will lead to a successful and sustainable Traffic Calming Plan.
• The survey shall be sent to each household (1 per household) within the
identified study area, with background data associated to the issues identified
and resulting data collected – confirming issues or potential traffic safety
concerns.
• The survey will ask for a preference of the household to either move forward with
the Traffic Calming Program and Process, or will identify non-support for moving
forward with the process.
• A minimum requirement of 55% support is required (55% of all households within
the identified study area) to move the program forward.
Introductory Information Meeting
City staff, or consultant representation, will lead an introductory information session for
the affected property owners of the neighbourhood. The session will focus on providing
information around:
• The traffic calming program, its goals and objectives.
• Property owners will be requested to participate in the upcoming design process;
and as such contact information will be requested.
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Prior to the first Information Session:
• City staff will coordinate with the City’s communication department to notify them
of the request. A review of the City’s latest communication policies should be
reviewed in advance of scheduling the information session.
• A venue should be selected within the neighbourhood with sufficient advance
notice provided to the neighbourhood.
• Outreach to the neighbourhood should be conducted to increase awareness of
the information session and to invite all members of the neighbourhood.
• Copies of the City of St. Albert “What Is Traffic Calming?” and the City of St.
Albert Understanding the Traffic Calming Process brochures will be assembled
for distribution to the neighbourhood along with a cover letter explaining that a
request has been received.
The first Information Session shall:
• Consist of a PowerPoint presentation: A standardized PowerPoint template has
been created that explains what traffic calming is and the City’s process, and
shall be used in the information meeting.
• Presentation topics shall cover the following:
o What is traffic calming?
o Overview of the process
o What are the roles and responsibilities of City staff, residents, and
stakeholders?
o Timelines associated with the traffic calming process.
o Data collected during the screening, and evaluation of data
o Expectations of outcomes
Walking Tour
City staff, or consultant representation, will organize a walking tour of each affected
roadway and invite interested residents to participate. Residents are encouraged to
share experiences and identify areas of concern along each roadway. Staff will note
concerns and discuss potential mitigation strategies on the tour. Information shared,
both from residents and staff, shall be documented and recorded.
Online Survey
An online survey will be created to provide an avenue of input for residents who may be
limited in being able to attend physical meetings or site visits. The survey will search to
obtain resident engagement on issues, locations of concern, opinion or preferences in
regards to mitigation measures and the program itself.
The online survey will be linked through the City website, and may be customized to the
specific stage of the process for appropriate feedback and input. The survey will be
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available for a minimum of 3 weeks, and all information available at the time of the
survey (data collection, information session presentation, walking tour information,
Open Houses, etc.) will be made available for review so as to create full awareness to
all residents.
Open Houses
The open houses shall be used to create further face to face information sharing and
resident engagement. There will be a minimum of two open houses:
-

Open House #1: Draft Mitigation Plan Presentation
o This open house will occur following the information session, preliminary
online survey, and potential walking tours. The goal will be to present
received information of public concerns, and proposed Traffic Calming
Plans (minimum of 2; maximum of 3), with full expectations of impacts of
mitigation measures. The objective will be to obtain resident feedback on
proposed plans and a preference of mitigation strategies.
o All information from the open house will be available and shared online,
and feedback requested in regards to plan preference and mitigation
measures support.

-

Open House #2: Proposed Supported Plan / Alternative Plan Presentation
o This open house shall occur following completion of review of feedback on
the preliminary Traffic Calming Plans, at which either a finalized plan will
be presented that was heavily supported by residents and stakeholders
from the initial Open House, or an alternative plan shall be presented that
has taken into account resident and stakeholder feedback. Public opinion
and input on the new alternative Traffic Calming Plan shall be obtained.
o If an alternative plan is presented, all background information related to
previously received public and stakeholder input, traffic data, and
expectations of impact of implementing the proposed plan shall be
provided along with the alternative plan.
o All information from the open house will be available and shared online,
and feedback requested in regards to plan preference and mitigation
measures support.

-

Open House #3: Alternative Plan(s) #2 Presentation
o This open house shall occur only if the previous alternative plan(s) did not
receive perceived necessary support and resident / stakeholder input
identified reasonable and “solvable” concerns with the proposed Traffic
Calming Plan(s) that could be addressed within altered Traffic Calming
Plan(s). This open house shall present up to a maximum of 2 new plans,
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with all necessary background information related to resident / stakeholder
input, traffic data and expected impacts of implementation.
o All information from the open house will be available and shared online,
and feedback requested in regards to plan preference and mitigation
measures support.
o The goal is that this alternative plan(s) shall incorporate the multiple public
engagement results, and will be moved forward as the Final Traffic
Calming Plan to be used in the preference survey.
o Information shall be shared with residents / stakeholders that if this
proposed alternative plan does not meet necessary criteria for community
support through the preference survey, the process may end and result in
no mitigation measures being implemented within the community. Future
applications for traffic calming would be held until the minimum timelines
expire for further consideration and review.

COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS AND TACTICS
A range of effective communication activities and tools will be created, recognizing that
people learn and provide input in different ways. Multi-purpose communications tools
are most effective in conveying consistent messages. These tools will be used to
educate and inform audiences about the project and process, as well as invite
participation in consultation events.
The following communication tools and tactics will be developed and used:

Project Spokespersons
For each application, a single point of contact will be named from both the project
consultant team and the City administrative team. These individuals will be responsible
for all project communications and their contact information will be included on all
documents for distribution, as well as any media requests that arise during a project.

Project Imagery and Name
Working within City’s visual guidelines, a graphic treatment will be created to define the
project and used consistently on all communications materials. The graphic element
“Your Neighbourhood – Your Road - Your Voice” will be used in all printed materials
and electronic media. The project name will be “’Neighbourhood Name’ Application for
Traffic Calming”. All project communications should specifically reference the project
study area boundaries, either in visual format (i.e. a study area map) or through
description of the boundary roadways or landmarks for the study area (i.e. Sunset
Boulevard between Sterling Street and Salisbury Avenue).
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Community and Stakeholder Contact Lists
Starting from project initiation, a series of contact lists will be developed and continually
updated to ensure the local community and other key stakeholders are kept up to date.
Multiple lists will be developed and continually updated with the contact information of
key groups, including: community, key stakeholder and special interest groups; local
agencies; City departments; elected officials; non-governmental organizations;
Technical Committee members; and members of the public. All contact information will
be handled according to the City’s internal policies as well as the provincial Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act guidelines.
The contact list should detail the date and type of contact with all project stakeholders,
and any actions taken based on that contact. At the close of each application process,
the final contact list shall be provided to the City project contact to be used in future
follow-up /evaluation of the traffic calming measures installed, as well as resident
satisfaction surveys regarding both the application process and the outcomes.

Direct Communications
Directed information blasts (letters of invitation or emails) will be distributed to specific
stakeholder audiences prior to key events as a tool to inform and remind of upcoming
public engagement activities.

Online Engagement
All online engagement for each application shall be linked through the main City
website. The web address will be included on all communications materials to direct
people to the site. The page will serve as an online source for project information
including details on how to participate in the engagement process. Each project site will
contain pertinent poll questions, online discussions and any project materials generated
to date during the course of the project, including stakeholder input summaries and any
maps generated.

Integrated Text and Graphic Display Materials
A set of graphic display panels will be created to help create a presence for the project
and convey key information at consultation and other events, as appropriate. New
panels will be created for each major consultation event. These materials will also be
posted on the project website.
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PowerPoint Presentations
A range of highly visual and compelling PowerPoint presentations will be developed
throughout the process to help people visualize the project outcomes, including a range
of possibilities that go beyond what can be seen locally. Presentations will facilitate
discussion and dialogue, and provide the necessary background to support informed
decision-making.

Media Relations
Engaging the support of the local media is important in the promotion of the project.
Media and information releases will be distributed to elicit media coverage for the
project, both pre and post engagement events.

Advertising
Targeted print and broadcast media, along with the City website will be used to promote
and solicit participation in consultation events.

Key Messages/Frequently Asked Questions
Key message and Frequently Asked Questions documents will be created as
foundational documents to support the project and made available to all team members
and others including the Mayor and Council and City staff. The documents help to
ensure consistent messages and answers are delivered both internally and externally.

DOCUMENTING THE PROCESS
After each round of engagement a consultation summary will be created to document
the process. The consultation summary will include the time, location and number of
attendees at the events and the results of the completed evaluation forms, which will
include questions on the overall application as well as on the quality of the individual
engagement events. It will also provide a summary of the feedback received through the
question and answer period. The consultation summary will be used to inform the next
phases of the project and to update Council. The consultation summary is an important
tool to make sure that community input is reflected in the final application
recommendations.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Following key public engagement activities the project team will review the success of
the Communications and Public Engagement Plan to ensure target audiences are being
effectively reached and their views captured. Tools and tactics will be adjusted
accordingly if at any point a particular group’s perspective is under-represented.
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Success will be measured more accurately by the public’s degree of understanding
about the project and the process that City is undertaking. The tone and quantity of
media coverage will also be a project measure, as positive, supportive editorials at key
project intervals will support the communication goals.
The following additional evaluation criteria will be used to determine whether the
Communications and Public Engagement Plan is meeting its goals.
• Representation by each of the targeted communities at consultation events (e.g.,
residents, developers, community leaders, community activists, youth, etc.)
• Number of participants at public events and engagement activities
• Number of hits to websites
• Number of comments/discussions on social media

EVALUATION
The engagement process will be evaluated using the following methods:
• Evaluation forms – provided to participants at each engagement activity to
measure the success of the event, as well as the effectiveness of the process by
which input is gathered
• Post-installation satisfaction surveys – to be conducted by the City staff at
regular, mandated intervals after installation to gauge stakeholder satisfaction.
These surveys should ideally be conducted at least twice – once within the first
quarter after an installation has been completed, and then again approximately
one year later to stakeholders to experience the measures in all four seasons.
• Informal feedback- anecdotal comments received by the project team and
County staff on the project and process
• Peer evaluation – input received from City staff / consulting team involved in the
process

CONCLUSION
This plan provides a guide to communication and public engagement activities to
support and inform the development of a Traffic Calming Plan and result in its
implementation to address identified neighbourhood level traffic related issues. It is a
living document with flexibility to be modified as necessary to reflect public participation
and input received.
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